ECE radiometry and ECEI. Microwave imaging reflectometry (MIR) is a radar technique employed to infer electron density, n e , and electron density fluctuations by probing the density dependent plasma cutoff layer with an injected microwave beam [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . The injected beam, or probing microwave source, is reflected back to a receiving antenna and mixed with a reference signal. MIR uses quasi-optical techniques to image the plasma cutoff layer onto the receiver array, thus restoring the integrity of the phase measurement.
The earliest implementations of the ECEI technique provided paradigm-shifting insights into the nature of MHD behavior on the RTP, TEXT, and TEXTOR tokamaks [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . As one example, ECEI provided the first opportunity to resolve localized reconnection and the formation of a narrow heat conduction channel at the time of the sawtooth crash (shown in figure 2 ). This eliminated invalid models of the physical mechanism behind sawtooth reconnection and allowed research in this area to proceed toward more sophisticated studies involving pacing of sawteeth and controlling the size of the sawtooth crash.
Microwave imaging reflectometry (MIR) was conceived by Mazzucato [18, 21, 22] and explored as early as 1995 [23] as a solution to a fundamental problem in reflectometry: the interference of multiple reflections and scattered radiation that corrupt measurement of the reflected wave's phase, and hence distort the inferred spectrum of plasma turbulence. MIR uses quasi-optical techniques to image the plasma cutoff layer onto the receiver array, thus restoring the integrity of the phase measurement. Figure 3 schematically depicts the MIR approach. In analytic theory and synthetic diagnostic modeling, it is easy to understand the advantages of imaging in reflectometer systems. Imaging allows the detector to reconstruct the fluctuations at a localized position in the plasma. Without some degree of imaging, there is little that can be done to prevent corruption of the diagnostic signal. This principle is underscored by the sensitivity of MIR diagnostics and the great challenge of producing consistent, reliable, high-quality data.
Under conditions when MIR diagnostics have been properly aligned to an appropriately configured discharge, the data are strikingly clear and free of artifacts such as amplitude modulation or signal phase skips. Data collected with a very simple MIR diagnostic on TEXTOR [18] demonstrated high-quality quadrature phase plots (proof that interference from scattered radiation could be eliminated and an example of 'good' reflectometer data) and directly diagnosed poloidal ExB flow through reconstruction of the turbulent dispersion diagram (a plot of fluctuation frequency versus wavenumber).
Background: technological and physics advancements for ECEI and MIR
ECEI systems were installed on the ASDEX-Upgrade, DIII-D, EAST, J-TEXT, and KSTAR tokamaks during the period 2010-2016 and represent the current state-of-the-art [2, [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . Refinements to the optical design, new imaging array configurations, and the use of automated fabrication for improved reliability of low frequency components allowed the technique to probe new phenomena. Diagnosis of Alfvén eigenmodes (shown in figure 4), their 2D and 3D mode structure, and the dependence of this structure on plasma param eters has advanced research in the areas of energetic particle (EP) driven instability and EP confinement in high-performance regimes. Plasma simulation codes could be compared with experimental data and improved with unprecedented efficiency. This had a major impact on multi-code validation studies and produced many widely-cited publications. Furthermore, it has allowed EP research to advance into a new generation of predictive capability and discharge scenario optimization. ECEI data are now routinely integrated into the identification of Alfvénic modes by comparison to modeling and the design of suppression techniques based on modeling validated by detailed 2D/3D images.
When conditions are favorable, as they often are on ASDEX-Upgrade and KSTAR, ECEI produces tantalizing images of ELMs and pedestal fluctuations (see figure 5) . Results from ASDEX-Upgrade have provided considerable insight into the poloidal propagation of turbulence, peelingballooning modes, and detached filaments. This, of course, is indicative of the evolving radial electric field, an important element of nonlinear MHD behavior. On KSTAR, the changes in mode structure that accompany RMP ELM mitigation and suppression are compared with MHD simulation codes to infer changes in pedestal structure and disentangle the complicated nonlinear impact of 3D fields on transport and MHD stability. Again, these data have a significant impact on fusion research and promise to have an even greater impact as the new technology described in section 3 will allow similar data to be obtained under increasingly ITER-relevant conditions. For example, DIII-D, with an excellent suite of complementary profile diagnostics (edge Thomson scattering, impurity and main ion CER, etc.) allows possibly the most sophisticated experiments to be performed and readily coupled with computational modeling. However, the low-collisionality of DIII-D H-mode and QH-mode plasmas, while very attractive for reproducing ITER-like conditions, also leads to bursts of radiation (often saturating the diagnostic at more than 100 times the radiation temperature of the background plasma) that are challenging for microwave diagnostics. These mmwave bursts have been documented in some detail on DIII-D, C-Mod, MAST, and even in the very lowest collisionality discharges produced on ASDEX-Upgrade, but have not been fully described by theory or plasma simulation [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] with suggested explanations ranging from coherent radiation due to the collective behavior of electrons in the pedestal as they interact with periodic modulations of the magnetic field associated with MHD mode to the presence of suprathermal, magnetic-field-aligned electron populations that drive waves in the EC range via the anomalous Doppler instability (ADI). Upgrading the DIII-D ECEI diagnostic will (1) reject out-of-band interference to produce the cleanest possible images, and (2) better resolve bursts which are within the bandwidth of the diagnostic, allowing them to be separated from the underlying MHD mode structure and studied in detail. The principles of operation for MIR reflectometry. First, the probing beam illuminates an extended region of the cutoff layer, where the curvature of the illuminating beam is matched to that of the cutoff surface (both toroidal and poloidal). Then, the cutoff layer is imaged onto a detector array at the image plane (3 example points shown), thereby eliminating the interference effects of multiple reflections. The illumination and detection systems share the common plasma-facing optics.
A considerably more refined implementation of MIR was deployed on DIII-D in May 2013 and began taking plasma data in July 2013 [10] . This diagnostic had significantly improved antennas and quasi-optical components for better coupling to the plasma, higher power sources for improved probing of the cutoff surfaces, and implemented a number of new microwave techniques to stabilize the system and isolate the reflected signal. This diagnostic has produced exciting 2D images of edge fluctuations and contributed to the invest igation of QH-mode physics (see figure 6 ) and has successfully diagnosed core Alfvén eigenmodes. However, robust diagnosis of 2D mode structures with changing and/or unpredictable plasma conditions requires a more active approach to aligning, acquiring, and tracking the discharge. This is the motivation for pursuing the advanced beamforming techniques described in section 4, which will impact reflectometry more broadly, by prescribing methods that allow reflectometer data to be interpreted with a much higher degree of confidence.
A major issue confronting current tokamak ECEI systems is that noise and interference hampers efforts to image ELMs under low-collisionality conditions like those on DIII-D during ITER baseline scenario studies and which has limited measurements during LHCD on EAST. Additionally, fast and robust imaging of core and edge fluctuations, including ELMs Imaging of RSAEs near t = 725 ms reveals shearing of the Alfvén eigenmode structure which cannot be described by the ideal MHD approximation. In the (a) n = 3 and (b) n = 4 modes shown, the fluctuation phase reveals an outward spiraling, or poloidal shearing, of the mode in the ion diamagnetic drift direction. This behavior is well represented in the nonperturbative code TAEFL, where the effect of fast-ion dynamics is included in the 2D eigenmode structure. A discrepancy in mode frequency arises from the omission of compressibility in the simulation model and is found to be consistent with the geodesic acoustic shift of the Alfvén continuum. Reprinted figure with permission from [40] Copyright 2011 by the American Physical Society. and AEs, are difficult to achieve because current ECEI and MIR systems employ motor-controlled optical lenses that are positioned to provide focusing for particular plasma conditions essentially once per discharge.
To this end, we have pursued three major transformative technological advancements for fusion plasma diagnostics: in particular, custom mm-wave integrated circuits (ICs), digital beamforming (DBF), and synthetic diagnostic modeling (SDM), for MIR, ECEI, and a host of other microwave diagnostic techniques that rely on the same functional sub-system [51] . IC technology facilitates the use of a horn waveguide array configuration such as developed by Kuwahara et al for ECEI and MIR and implemented on LHD [52] [53] [54] [55] which significantly eliminates interference through the shielding and fundamental waveguide transition (>100 dB for LHCD stray microwaves below 5 GHz). The IC technology reduces noise temperature (down to 627 K at 100 GHz and 1340 K at 220 GHz), which enables absolute calibration and simplifies system setup, which in turn facilitates operation in harsh environments. DBF allows finely-tuned alignment that tracks changing conditions in real time, thereby facilitating studies including disruption precursors. When complemented by new software and advanced SDM capabilities [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] , these technologies will enable compact and low-noise transceiver systems with realtime, fast tracking capability (as shown in figure 7 ) to address critical fusion plasma physics issues, including the ITER baseline scenario [61] [62] [63] and QH-mode [50, [64] [65] [66] . For each development, the advanced technology finds immediate application as 'plug-in' modules, which can be integrated into existing mm-wave imaging systems to provide enhanced capability. Furthermore, it will do so more reliably and at lower cost, maximizing scientific productivity in the process. This paper consists of a review of the recent hardware and software development for fusion plasma diagnostics carried out by UC Davis and PPPL together with collaborators at NIFS, Kyushu University, and Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology. Sections 3 and 4 provide background information concerning the fundamental technological aspects of ICs and DBF, respectively. Progress and accomplishments are presented, including the prototypes and current upgrade of the common receiver architecture for ECEI and MIR, customized CMOS transmitter IC for MIR, and digitally controlled electronic phase shifter for steerable phased arrays. Section 5 presents the progress for the forward 2D/3D full-wave modeling of the plasma-wave interaction for reflectometry. The use of synthetic diagnostics for forward modeling of the instrument response is discussed. Finally, the technological trend and development road maps are presented in section 6.
Custom microwave circuit integration

Mm-wave integrated circuits (ICs)
IC technology facilitates combining many bulky microwave components onto a single, tiny piece of semiconductor substrate. Such a compact 'system-on-chip' (SoC) can be inexpensively customized for fully optimized instruments. For example, it has been the key enabling factor for compact and sensitive wireless transceiver systems in radar, satellites, and cellular phones, which are ubiquitous in the modern telecommunication and sensor industry [67] [68] [69] . Likewise, IC technology will bring transformative advances in microwave fusion plasma diagnostics. Current microwave imaging diagnostics are compromised by strong environmental noise IC development enables measurements that have been difficult or impossible to date, using the current state-of-the-art ECEI instruments that directly employ a single-ended Schottky diode mixer for signal down-conversion. Reducing receiver noise temperature will simplify the absolute calibration process by allowing lower temperature references to be used with shorter integration times. Delivering LO power to the mixer directly and without free-space optical coupling provides a further range of valuable benefits, ultimately providing the high-resolution imaging of the plasma edge that for existing systems is easily corrupted by interference and instrumental uncertainties. and the inefficiency of signal mixing and down-conversion. As shown in figure 8 , features such as significantly improved noise rejection, stability, and circuit protection will enable new measurement capability with absolute calibration, fast swept profile information, and unprecedented performance and survivability in harsh, high-radiation reactor environments.
An important aspect of IC technology is the way in which it transforms a microwave diagnostic. In many state-of-theart systems, each device-level function is performed by a separate component, each of which is purchased at considerable expense from a commercial vendor, already packaged and connectorized. Diagnosticians then typically assemble a functional instrument by simply connecting these packages together with short sections of fundamental waveguide resulting in the common expression of microwave waveguide 'plumbing'. In doing so, compromises must be made in order to physically arrange the bulky packaged components, match one component's gain to another's input power handling, etc. Since most of the components are designed with a completely different application in mind (e.g. radar or communications), the diagnostician is dependent upon market forces unrelated to fusion such as an ever-changing product catalog and costly vendor warrantees. Where the specializations of fusion diagnostic applications are concerned, antennas and quasi-optical local oscillator (LO) coupling schemes have to be devised ad-hoc and integrated, sometimes with great difficulty. A custom IC, on the other hand, is a game-changer; one tiny chip can contain all the essential circuit elements, perfectly optimized for fusion application. A single specialized package can be fabricated around this chip to include an optimized antenna, a minimum number of low frequency inputs/outputs, and a completely shielded power supply. Furthermore, the IC itself can be mass-produced, making for a bench-stock of consistent and yet inexpensive replacement circuits that can be swapped out with minimal effort-clearly an advantage in fusion where experimental resources and run-time are at a premium!
Transformation of ECEI and MIR common receiver architecture
A critical component enabling ECEI and MIR is the heterodyne imaging array that collects and down-converts radiated emission and/or reflected signals (currently 50 to 150 GHz) to an intermediate frequency (IF) band (e.g. 0-18 GHz) that can be transmitted by shielded coaxial cable to additional modules for further filtering and detection. New front-end circuitry based on the 'system-on-substrate' topology shown in figure 9 , has been developed for this task [69] . Compared to the current state-of-the-art receiver system, this new design offers both device and system-level advancements. On the device level, the receiver employs commercially available gallium arsenide (GaAs) MMICs, which offer low-noise (below 850 K at 80 GHz) and high gain (>20 dB) performance compared to the current single-Schottky diode mixer based systems. On the system level, it employs liquid crystal polymer (LCP) as the integration substrate with excellent electrical and mechanical properties [70] [71] [72] [73] [74] .
One striking advantage of this approach is the resulting simplification of the system layout as shown in figure 10 -the reduction of real-estate required for an ECEI or MIR diagnostic. In the case of ECEI on DIII-D, the on-board LO eliminates the need for nearly 40 meters of low-loss, corrugated waveguide and eliminates the vacuum tubes (BWOs) used to generate high-frequency LO power.
Current tokamak imaging systems, like that shown in figure 11 , consist of Schottky diodes mounted on printed antennas with dielectric substrate lenses (visible in figure 11(a) ). These lenses are mounted inside a conducting box; however, large apertures are necessary to optically couple LO power and the radiation from the plasma. Considerable effort is made to isolate the antennas from stray radiation, including the use of dichroic plates, but this has proven to be of limited utility. With so much system gain, even a tiny amount of stray radiation (such as from a wireless computer network router) can overwhelm the signal. In addition, there are numerous opportunities for leakage, such as the couplings of discrete amplifiers and power supplies (see figure 11(b) ). In contrast, the system-on-substrate approach allows the entire receiver to be packaged in a hermetically sealed structure that not only performs better, but is more compact, more reliable, and far simpler to service in the worst case scenario of microchip failure.
Of equal importance is the impact of an improved architecture on system performance and data quality. As noted above, the existing ECEI and MIR receiver systems employ a singleended diode mixer directly at the antenna for RF signal down conversion. In contrast, the new receiver approach places a low-noise amplifier (HMC-ALH382 by Analog Devices, Inc. with 5 dB noise figure) before a balanced mixer, which significantly improves electromagnetic isolation from outof-band interference, and leads to 10× improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio compared to the current ECEI receiver. This signal-to-noise ratio can be further increased to 30 × if a single GaAs system-on-chip (SoC) receiver is utilized instead of integrating the receiver system-on-substrate with individual MMICs. The noise temperature comparison between the current and new heterodyne architecture is quantified in figure 12 . The benefit, beyond improved out-of-band rejection and compactness, may not be immediately obvious since the receiver noise temperature is considerably less than the nonthermal electron temperature fluctuations of interest which, in turn, are significantly smaller than the radiation temperature fluctuations. This has motivated the development of a variety of correlation techniques to recover nonthermal fluctuations [19, 75, 76] and which provide local, normalized temper ature fluctuations. However, the integrated receiver chips have sufficiently low noise temperature that an absolute hot-cold load calibration of the entire system is possible and thus absolutely calibrated temperature profiles may be obtained, thereby significantly expanding the capability of the instrument.
As mentioned previously, the horn-waveguide approach provides considerable out-of-band rejection (>100 dB at 5 GHz). However, there is still the question of stray radiation within band. To assess the protection level required, we note that the 65 nm CMOS devices can safely operate under 10 dBm input power. For GaN low noise amplifiers, we expect that the input power can be as high as ~20 dBm in the W-band [77] and ~10 dBm in G-band [78] . However, these LNAs can be protected with limiters which are widely used in phased-array antenna systems. For our systems, a number of techniques [2] such as notch filters (up to 60 dB rejection), novel fuses, and limiters can be used to protect the LNAs. For on-chip or fully integrated circuits, limiters are widely used for protection of receivers with InP and An example of the current receiver array configuration: the elliptical dielectric mini-lenses visible in part (a) conceal printed dipole antennas upon which the mixing element, a simple Schottky diode, is directly mounted. This structure must have a large aperture line of sight for optical coupling of plasma radiation and LO power, making the high-gain circuit extremely susceptible to out-of-band radiation. The rear of the antenna array shown in part (b) must also be shielded from stray radiation and interference while accommodating low-noise amplifiers and DC bias circuitry. Sufficiently isolating this structure from interference has proven challenging, severely limiting the quality of ECEI and MIR data.
GaN devices able to provide limiter circuits capable of handling a few watts input power to protect the LNA in the W-band and ~1 W in the G-band (up to 220 GHz).
A proof-of-principle design, optimized for reflectometry and edge radiometry on mid-sized tokamaks, has demonstrated >20 dB conversion gain in V-band (60-75 GHz) in the laboratory. Implementation of the circuit in a multi-channel ECEI waveguide horn array configuration as developed for LHD [52] [53] [54] [55] will improve the diagnosis of edge-localized modes and fluctuations of the high-confinement, or H-mode, pedestal. However, the availability of individual commercial MMICs covering the frequency range of interest for current tokamaks is limited. Integration and packaging at such high frequencies also introduce additional challenges and losses.
These issues are solved with system-on-chip integration of the heterodyne architecture, where the entire receiver is fabricated on a single chip and each building block is optimized and matched at the frequency of interest. SoC integration delivers the advantages of on-board LO delivery and eliminates packaging losses as well as further reducing noise temperature (from 10 × reduction to 30×). This approach is being demonstrated through a DIII-D ECEI system upgrade illustrated in figure 13 , where commercially-available chip receivers produced by Gotmic AB in Sweden are employed. Although these are limited to the E-band designation (71-76 GHz), a strategy has been developed for compensating their performance over a slightly wider range (70-80 GHz) so that they will support ELM imaging in the most common ITER 15 Comparison of the heterodyne receiver architecture in the current ECEI and MIR systems and the advanced system. (a) The current receiver architecture suffers from the large conversion loss of the diode mixer, which leads to very high system noise temperature by multiplying the temperature of the IF amplifier by the conversion loss. (b) The new system utilizes an LNA in front of the mixer, which helps to reduce the system noise temperature by a factor of 30 permitting absolute in situ calibration and microturbulence fluctuation studies, and generates the millimeter wave LO on-chip eliminating the need for quasi-optical combining of RF and LO signals resulting in a small, highly-shielded array. MA scenario development discharges on DIII-D. Diagnosing ELM structure in those discharges has been frustrated by highpower bursts of microwave emission near the ELM timespower that saturates the diagnostic and corrupts the image [41, 43] . These and similar bursts have been observed on DIII-D, EAST, ASDEX-Upgrade, and even MAST [47] , and are interesting in their own right; they occur at ITER-relevant col lisionality and have damaged diagnostic systems in the past (e.g. the ORNL Q-band SOL reflectometer on DIII-D). We believe that much of the power is radiated outside the primary band of the ECEI diagnostic and therefore are confident that ELM imaging will be improved by greater out-of-band rejection through SoC integration.
The upgraded ECEI system will significantly surpass the current state-of-the-art ECEI imaging array. In the package illustrated in figure 13 , each channel is completely modularized and individually shielded. A horn antenna array (17 dB gain to replace the existing DIII-D ECEI low-field mini-lens array without changing any of the rest of the optics) with fundamental waveguide transitions provides enormous attenuation for out-of-band interference (>100 dB for LHCD stray microwaves below 5 GHz) [53] . In addition, there are only a limited number of low-frequency and DC power connections required. These features are critical for eliminating the mm-wave bursting that has contaminated ELM data in the most interesting and most ITER-relevant low-collisionality regimes, allowing for a wealth of new images to be obtained and facilitating a wide range of pedestal stability studies. It also provides a path forward for high-quality imaging on steady-state tokamaks such as EAST where RF heating systems such as ECCD and LHCD pose an enormous challenge for the current state-of-the-art. Finally, note that reduced noise temperature, combined with the fast-tuning capability that comes with using a low-frequency synthesizer source to generate the LO power, allows the diagnostic to be operated as a calibrated, fast-sweeping profile diagnostic for highresolution 2D characterization of the absolute electron temperature across the pedestal. In fact, new synthetic diag nostic capabilities discussed briefly in section 5 have been developed with the prospect of this new measurement capability in mind.
High-power, multi-tone custom CMOS transmitter IC for enhanced DIII-D, EAST, and NSTX-Upgrade MIR diagnostics
The explosive growth of high-speed wireless communications has led to a proliferation of commercially available ICs, although often limited to specific applications (and thus frequencies) that do not cover the range for fusion plasma diagnostics. Therefore, developing customized ICs that are targeted specifically for fusion plasmas is imperative for developing optimized microwave imaging capabilities for comprehensive fusion physics studies.
To this end, we have successfully designed, fabricated, and tested a multi-frequency (8 tone) illumination transmitter IC chip based on the CMOS technology for simultaneously probing the radially dependent cutoff surfaces [79] . This represents a major step in developing customized ICs for fusion plasma diagnostics. It will be integrated in the upgraded DIII-D MIR system. The system architecture of the transmitter chip is illustrated in figure 14(a) ), which features four mixers and four power amplifiers for doublesided up-conversion and power boosting at eight separate frequencies. Each output signal is optimized with a narrowband buffer and a power amplifier to maximize the gain and efficiency. The first working prototype of the CMOS multifrequency transmitter has been fabricated which measures only 1.7 mm × 1.3 mm (see figure 14(b) ), and delivers more than 1 mW of power at each of 8 frequencies and is tunable from 62-78 GHz (see figure 14(c) ) 5 . The new system-on-chip (SoC) CMOS transmitter expands the capabilities of microwave reflectometry as a fusion plasma diagnostic while at the same time making systems dramatically less expensive, more compact, and more reliable. Currently costing less than $50 to fabricate 6 , each SoC makes for a hot-swappable sub-system replacing as much as $40 000 worth of discrete components. In the near future, further integration of the 2D microwave imaging reflectometer (MIR) will make for even greater cost savings.
Electronically and digitally controlled active focusing and alignment
Electronic and digital beamforming
Phased array and synthetic aperture technologies allow the antenna pattern (the field of view, viewing angle, focal length, and gain) to be controlled electronically or by digital processing, making for systems that are fast-tracking and remotely tunable without the need for bulky lenses and meticulous, slow, mechanical alignment. They are often comprised of multiple, identical radiators (shown in figure 15 ), where the far-field array pattern is the product of each element's field pattern and the array's spatial factor. Intelligent design of these systems using the latest techniques can provide flexible systems with the low side-lobe levels required for imaging fusion plasmas, and enable the next generation of auto-tracking and feedback-controlled imaging diagnostics.
There are two major categories of phased arrays. One is the analog phased array where the phase shaping and steering are provided with analog phase shifters. Another approach that has advantages is digital beamforming (DBF), where the phase shifting and amplitude scaling are accomplished by mathematical operations in a low-frequency baseband. Compared to the traditional analog beamforming, digital beamforming is more accurate and allows faster control of the phase and amplitude. It also provides the ability to form multiple beams simultaneously.
A field programmable gate array (FPGA), as illustrated in figure 16 , is used to generate digital control signals for phased array beam shaping and steering. It's a convenient, mature, and robust approach to achieve digital beamforming, and maintain active control of the optimal focusing with advanced algorithms. Analog signals coming from each channel of the antenna array are first digitized and mixed with the IF carrier frequency to retrieve the corresponding I/Q components. Beam shaping/steering coefficients are generated on the PC and sent to the FPGA through the universal asynchronous receiver/transmitter (UART) port. Each channel's signal (I/Q signal) is applied with a certain phase shift and magnitude scaling based on the corre sponding coefficients (alternatively, the embedded processor on the FPGA can be employed for the coefficient generation). All the channels' signals are then summed together to provide the desired beam shape and direction. The results are then sent to the PC for further analysis through a high speed Ethernet connection.
For plasma diagnostic systems, actively maintaining optimal focus and alignment is critical to localizing the measurement, achieving adequate signal-to-noise ratio, and selecting the desired fluctuation wavenumber; it is essential for the robust diagnosis of density fluctuations, as shown in figure 17 . Without proper alignment, scattered radiation interferes at the receiver, mixing both the amplitude and phase of the signal. The spectrum shown in part (a) is poorly resolved, and the raw signal, represented as temporal points plotted in a complex plane, is an indistinct cloud. As the discharge evolves and comes into alignment with the diagnostic, as in part (b), the data cloud begins to form an annulus of time-dependent phase, but uniform amplitude. This is indicative of good coupling to the plasma cutoff surface, and the corresponding fluctuation spectrum becomes a clear representation of the local density fluctuation.
Intelligent control of the alignment in both pre-defined and real-time with electronic beam steering can solve problems in obtaining alignment between transmit and receive systems with accurate coupling of the plasma cutoff surfaces with active diagnostic feedback where the intrinsic DBF control is about 1 µs and IQ plot identification requires ~0.20 µs for 5 MHz sampling rate. In cases such as some physics scans where profiles are changed between discharges, the DBF coefficients can be pre-programmed. Figure 17 illustrates a case where active control is required. Here, there is a transition around 1550 ms over a timescale of 200 ms. The examination of the I-Q plots in figure 17 shows how they can be used in the correction algorithm. Therefore, phased-array antennas with digital beamforming capabilities are the key to characterizing, understanding, and monitoring scientifically interesting phenomena and important topics, such as tokamak disruptions. Two windows within the same discharge are shown to illustrate the importance of alignment in obtaining high-quality reflectometry data. In (a), the discharge is not well-aligned with the diagnostic and the data are indistinct with poor resolution of the fluctuation spectrum. These data are no better than those obtained by a conventional reflectometer without imaging optics. In (b), the discharge has evolved to an optimal shape and the improvement in data quality is evident from both the spectrogram and IQ plot: interference from scattered radiation is minimized, the amplitude of the received signal is more constant, and the signal phase is representative of the local density fluctuation. Fast, digital and electronic beamforming will allow this alignment to be fine-tuned in real time, with either pre-programmed or feedback-controlled algorithms.
The scientific benefit of this development is summarized in figure 18 .
Phased arrays for digitally-controlled electronic beam steering and active tracking
Dynamically maintaining optimal focus and alignment is critical to localizing the measurement, achieving adequate signal-to-noise ratio, and selecting the desired fluctuation wavenumber. However, current reflectometry and radiometry systems are not able to provide such features because the antenna far-field radiation is controlled quasi-optically using dielectric lenses and/or mirrors. On the other hand, electronic phased arrays utilize multiple antennas to transmit/receive signals instead of a single radiator. Therefore, their far-field array pattern can be actively steered rapidly by controlling the phase offset for each constituent antenna through electronic phase shifters.
A digitally-controlled electronic phase shifter board has been designed and tested for employment in an eight-channel transmitter phased array to facilitate dynamic beamforming.
The block diagram of the transmitter phased array is shown in figure 19 , where a photograph of the electronic phase shifter board is also presented. The system is comprised of eight channels, and the phase shifter chip in each channel is digitally controlled to provide desired phase offset from each other. The output signals from the phase shifter board are connected to the RF board, where further up-conversion and beamforming are facilitated. In this design, the signal phase from each channel can be controlled with 1.4° resolution and 360° full scan range.
Forward modeling the diagnostic response
Synthetic diagnostics
Synthetic diagnostics are advanced numerical analysis tools that interpret large datasets, refine and optimize the diagnostic response, and couple directly with plasma simulation codes for forward modeling of diagnostic data. They are useful for validation exercises and the training of advanced prediction/ control strategies. A comparison of synthetic diagnostic and experimental approaches for fusion plasma data acquisition is shown in figure 20 . Synthetic diagnostics are invaluable for interpretation of new data from edge regions of highperformance discharges. Fully self-consistent 2D and 3D models of microwave propagation are equally important for optimizing electronic and digital beamforming antenna arrays. Coupling these synthetic diagnostics with plasma simulation codes will inevitably lead to measurement innovation and important new experimental methods. In the foreseeable future, synthetic diagnostic data may even be integrated with machine learning methods such as deep neural networks for the intelligent automation of diagnostic alignment and plasma control.
Synthetic diagnostics support both the design of new systems and the interpretation of new data. Individual synthetic diagnostic modules simulate the response of a given diagnostic (e.g. FWR2D/3D for modeling reflectometry or ECEI2D [60] for modeling cyclotron radiometry [57] ). Other modules process the output of plasma simulation codes (e.g. M3D-C1 [80] , XGC0 [81] , and GTC [82] ) to produce background plasma profiles and time-dependent fluctuations. A synthetic diagnostic platform combines these modules so that one can determine how a given diagnostic system will respond to a given plasma behavior. Within the model, that diagnostic can be modified until the synthetic response properly resolves the crucial aspects of the mode structure or plasma behavior-this is how diagnostic design is aided by a synthetic diagnostic platform. Once the diagnostic is installed and has provided data, a comparison of real and synthetic data provides the understanding that is required to interpret complex imaging data. Enhancements to the synthetic diagnostic capability therefore lead to enhanced measurement capability. The scientific benefit of synthetic diagnostics is summarized in figure 21.
2D/3D synthetic diagnostic modeling and integration of an open-source platform including equilibrium reconstruction and plasma simulation codes
As shown in figure 22 , the synthetic diagnostics analysis couples quasi-optical modeling of the antennas and lens system, plasma simulation codes generating linear and nonlinear time-dependent plasma fluctuations, and 2D/3D full-wave modeling of the plasma-wave interaction at the microwave reflection layer. This capability has been used extensively in the design of MIR diagnostics [58, 59] . Furthermore, it has been used to make a comparison between linear, time-dependent M3D-C1 simulations of the edge harmonic oscillation (EHO) on DIII-D and recently collected MIR data [50] . This comparison has confirmed expectations, that the MIR optical design, characterized in detail during first-ever in-vessel measurements, readily distinguishes the poloidal wavenumber of the mode. Measurement of the mode structure helps to validate the physical picture for EHO stability and control, an important aspect of QH-mode development for ELM avoidance.
In addition to FWR2D/3D codes for modeling reflectometry, a new code, ECEI2D, for modeling ECEI data has been developed [57] . This code implements a first-of-kind self-consistent reciprocal model that includes not only the emission, reabsorption, and radiation transport, but also simultaneously models refraction and diffraction of the quasi-optical imaging system. This new capability allows for realistic forward modeling of the diagnostic response under a variety of conditions and will be enormously valuable for interpreting data from the plasma edge, where optical thickness varies rapidly along with the plasma's refractive index. This code has been incorporated into an open-source Python software package, which includes modules for reading the time-dependent output of plasma simulation codes such as M3D-C1, XGC0, and GTC.
Discussion
For initial studies, commercial E-band low-noise GaAs receiver chips, are being employed in the ECEI array upgrade at DIII-D. This will provide valuable data for ITER 15 MA scenario development discharges with toroidal field on axis in the vicinity of 1.7 T. Further IC advancements can similarly benefit other areas, such as QH-mode development for naturally ELM-free operation and advanced tokamak (AT) scenarios, including high poloidal plasma beta, for steadystate operation. However, far greater flexibility is necessary in order to cover all these various operating conditions at DIII-D as well as other major tokamaks, such as W-, F-, and D-band for ECEI (75-110, 90-140 and 110-170 GHz) and V-and W-band for MIR . Therefore, designing custom MMICs that are free of the constraints from commercial vendor supplies is the key to enable precise coverage of relevant frequencies for fusion plasmas. Fortunately, in a number of semiconductor foundries, custom IC production can reach beyond 150 GHz (and trending even higher!), and thus may become a driving force in the advancement of fusion plasma diagnostics. In terms of available IC technologies, CMOS is well suited for implementation at frequencies below W-band, because it can support a high level of integration and thus many functionalities. This makes CMOS perfect for MIR applications, including the design of high-power multi-tone transmitters and multi-channel receivers. For higher frequencies from W-band up to 200 GHz and beyond (e.g. F-, D-, and G-band as required by higher field devices such as EAST), III-V semiconductor processes (such as InP and GaN where the wide bandgap of the latter provides thermal robustness and relative immunity to stray RF damage) provide superior performance in terms of significantly lower noise temperature, higher dynamic range, and higher conversion gain. The output 1 dB compression point (P 1 dB ) of a low noise amplifier (LNA) up to G-band is usually around 1 dBm [83, 84] . These LNAs have a typical gain of 15-20 dB [83, 84] . The estimated input power that the LNA by itself can sustain is around −5 dBm to maintain low noise. For Gallium Nitride (GaN) low noise amplifiers, the output P 1 dB in W-band is around 25 dBm [85] . GaN devices up to G-band can be biased at drain voltage of V d = 10 V and its break down voltage is beyond 20 V [78] . For a GaN low noise amplifier, we expect that the input power can be as high as ~20 dBm in the W-band [85] and ~10 dBm in G-band [78] . However, most of the time, these LNAs can be protected with limiters which are widely used in phased-array antenna systems. For our systems, a number of techniques [2] such as notch filters (up to 60 dB rejection), novel fuses, and limiters can be used to protect the LNAs. For on-chip or fully integrated circuits, limiters are widely used for protection of receivers. Fortunately, Gallium Nitride and Indium Phosphide (InP) semiconductor devices have been shown to provide high power [78, [86] [87] [88] [89] . GaN devices have high breakdown voltage to beyond 20 V while InP can be stacked to provide high voltage. For example, an InP power amplifier can achieve up to 823 mW at 216 GHz by combining a number of 80 mW amplifiers. In the W-band, researchers have demonstrated a 5 W output power GaN power amplifier using combiners [87] and 1 W to 2 W output power from a single MMIC amplifier at W-band [88, 89] . This basically means that these InP and GaN devices can be used to develop a limiter circuit that can handle a few watts input power to protect the LNA in the W-band and ~1 W in the G-band (up to 220 GHz). For these reasons, we believe InP and GaN technology to be essential for the future of ECE-Imaging.
We envision single chip receivers for ECEI and integrated transceivers for MIR, extending from 50 GHz to 200 GHz and beyond. Highly integrated and unparalleled signal processing capabilities of IC technologies leads to greatly reduced size, power consumption, and cost of reflectometer and radiometer systems, while improving their performance and flexibility. Our roadmap for incorporating state-of-the-art IC transceivers for fusion plasma diagnostics is illustrated in figure 23 . DBF eliminates the need for mechanical alignment of the motor-controlled optical lenses in the current ECEI and MIR systems, which provide focusing for particular plasma conditions essentially only once per discharge. In contrast, microwave diagnostic systems, enabled by the fast processing speed of FPGA and feedback-controlled algorithms, will be capable of automatic alignment with high accuracy between shots or even during a particular discharge to track phenomena of interest.
Currently, FPGA controlled DBFs are being developed for both transmitter and receiver phased arrays. Figure 24(a) ) illustrates the overall transmitter architecture, which is comprised of a PC, a FPGA chip, and 16 up-conversion channels. First, a programmable FPGA provides the digital signal with controlled amplitude and phase. Then, a digital-to-analog converter (DAC) changes the signal from the digital to the analog domain. Second, the transmitter MMICs up-convert the signals and transmit them through the antenna array. In this way, multi-frequency phased arrays are realized. The complimentary receiver architecture shown in figure 24(b) ) features the same antennas, followed by the receiver MMICs. A second down-conversion stage selects individual cutoff layers within the plasma. Ultimately, custom ICs are incorporated to achieve low-noise temperature, efficient signal processing, and out-of-band interference rejection. Synthetic diagnostic modeling will also provide data for developing the feedback control algorithm for the FPGA.
